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A model of large amplitude motion in AX3 molecules is developed.

This model embraces all six internal modes (see Appendix I) and based

upon the basic rotational invariants (BRJ) of Jacobi vectors (GJV)

This is employed to account for both the rotation inversion and

stretching overtone spectra for NHa. The calculated pure inversion

spectrum of NH3 is in good agreement with experiment. The influence of

rotation on the inversion splitting is examined by comparing to the

Costain formula. In addition, the differences between the experimental

potential energy and the ab ini,tio potential turn out to be very small.

This model is tested with respect to inversion in other AX3 species over a

wide range of relative A/X masses, e.g. H3O*, CH3, PH3, SiH3, CF3, and

NFs*. For the molecules with low barrier, such as HeO*, the computed

energy levels still agree reasonably well with observed energies along the

minimum energy pathway. However, inconsistency had been found

between experimental values and computed ones for SiHe. We suggest

that some of the bands of the transition energy need to be reassigned in

order to refine the potential energy surface. For the planar CH3 radical,

there is a different form of potential function introduced. Since, after

trying different kinds of potential functions, \¡re found a better form to

describe the single-minimum function. For the halogen-substituted

system (CF3 and NFs*), there are some transition energy levels computed

in the hope of guiding for further experimental investigation.
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INTRODUCTION

A large amplitude mode of motion occurs when a molecule absorbs enough

energy to overcome its lowest internal energy barrier. Many chemical problems

can be classified in this category, such as chemical reactions, rearrangement,

pseudo-rotation or hindered internal rotation as shown in Fig.1.1. Other

motions which leave invariant the molecular frame may be referred to

collectively as molecular vibrations.

Hindered internal rotation of a symmetrical group, such as CHz in ethylene

CzHn, about a double bond is one of the examples and usually called "torsionaill

motion. If the potential energy is plotted as a furction of the torsional angle r/

of relative rotation of the two CH2 groups against each other, there are two

identical minima in the potential profile (see FIG. 7.2a). For ethane C2H6, the

rotation with respect to its symmetry axis also belongs to internal rotation. The

shape of the potential curve for a threefold symmetric internal rotor as a

function of angle of internal rotation is shown in FIG. 1.2b. The conformation

for the potential minimum is staggered, whereas the configuration for ethane at

the potential maximum is the eclipsed form. Wallace [15-17] has constructed a

coupled two-dimensional (distance-angle) model $'ith respect to generalized

Jacobi Vectors as iilustrated in FIG. 1.3. The resulting internal Hamiltonian

includes both torsional and C-C stretching motion, because the equilibrium C-C

bond length of ethylene increases as the molecr¡le twists from the planar

configuration. The corresponding kinetic energy operator, together with the

experimental potential, turns out to be in good agreement with the observed

overtone frequencies.

CHAPTER 1
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Figure 1.1 Familiar types of large amplitude motion
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Figure 1.2 Torsion
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Figure 1.3 Ethylene GJV
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"Pseudorotation" is an internal motion of the nuclei of a molecule that

interchanges similar conformers which are identical except for the numbering of

the atoms, and usually occnrs in complicated molecr:les. The atoms in a large

molecule will be organized into several groups, and each group is considered as a

rigrd structure, i.e., \ryith fixed bond lengths and fixed bond angles.

Cyclopentane is one of this kind, which has ten equivalent bent conformations of

Cr symmetry and ten equivalent twisted conformations of Cz symmetry.

Inversion is one of the hindered internal rotations which exists for all

non-planar molecules with two energetically equivalent configurations and a

planar intermediate between them.(Fig.1.a). There are two minima separated by

the potential energy barrier at the planar geometry in the potential energy

diagram (Fig.1. ), which is the so-ralled "tunnellingrr in quantum mechanics.

In comparison, it is necessary to distinguish large-amplitude modes of

motion from small-amplitude normal modes. Small amplitude modes of motion

in molecules are usually of high frequency and they can be separated from the

large amplitude vibrations which are usually of low frequency, as shown in

Fig.1.5. In the description of the small amplitude motion, the molecule is

assumed to have a stable reference geometry with fixed bonding between atoms.

The kinetic and potential energies are constructed in powers of the displacement.

In order to describe the nuclear motions, a system describing the dynamics

of small clusters of non-identical particles needs to be set up. After introducing

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation one can simplify the multi-ælectron

problem by excluding the mass of the electrons by comparing to the much larger

nuclear mass.
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Figure 1.4 Inversion
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Figure 1.5 Small and Large amplitude processes
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Since multivariable Schrödinger equations are not exactly solvable, the

problem leads back to search for a coordinate system which leads to a

rrsufficientlyrr separable Hamiltonian. These kinds of coordinates should be

optimally orthogonal in configuration space since the requirement reduces

non-zero cross terms in the internal kinetic energy to a minimum. The degree

of such coupling depends entirely upon the choice of curvilinear internal

coordinates chosen to portray the motion and indirectly upon the choice of

noninertial reference frame. If a set of observed transitions appears to belong to

a single "mode'], i.e.,does not show strong signs of coupling, we interpret that to

signify that the corresponding motion is substantialty separable from the other

modes, i.e., there exists some coordinate system in which the Schrödinger

equation for aI modes is almost separable with respect to the rrmotionrr of

interest. Desmiption of the motion by generalized Jacobi vectors (GJV) rather

than bonds decouples the K.E. operator for relative motion in Cartesian

coordinates. Choice of the basic rotational invariants as curvilinear internal

coordinates plus a specific selection of molecular frame generates a K.E. operator

in which internal rotation decouples from external rotation when one considers

only the interesting degree of freedom to be nonrigid. The corresponding kinetic

energy operator, taken together with the experimentally parameterized potential,

turned out to be in good agreement with the observed frequencies. To bring the

theoretical calculation of rotation-vibration energy levels of polyatomic molecules

and the molecular spectroscopy together is almost the entire motivation for the

direction followed. It vrilt be seen that agreement could hardly be better.

In chapter 2 the general methods to transform matrices to convert from

scalar bond distance-angle coordinates to scalar coordinates corresponding to a

variety of Jacobi-type orthonormal coo¡dinates defined by the appropriate

orthonormalization procedures will be restated. We make the use of co- and

contravariant metric tensors to perform the transformation from the set of

-13-



Cartesian coordinates to centre of mass-relative coordinates which lead to a more

separable Hamiltonian.

In chapter 3, the derivation of large amplitude Hamiltonians for internal

motion in AX3 molecules will be given in detail. We will start by transforming

particle coordinates to bond vectors and centre of mass coordinates, then

evaluate various orthonormal transformations. By choosing a proper noninertial

frame one can diagonalize the contravariant metric tensor, and then work out

the Laplacian with respect to an orthogonal curvilinear system. We will show

that we have obtained an effectively separable description of inversion in NH3

which adequately includes the influence of the rotational state of the molecule.

Accurate potential functions for NH¡ are determined by fitting a cosine function

to the available experimental data using the GJV-Hamiltonian method.

In chapter 4, the model Hamiltonian derived in chapter 3 will be evaluated

by applying it to H¡O*, PHs, SiH3, CF3, NF3*, and CH3. Molecular orbital

calculations with the UHF/6-31G* basis set for these molecules in terms of bond

distance (R) and angle (0) coordinates will be computed along the minimum

energy pathway. The values of these variables are plotted as a function of the

inversion angle to examine which transformed coordinates offer the best

description of inversion. We start theoretical estimates of vibrational band

origins with the ab i,ni,tio potential surface and the GJV-Hamiltonian to calculate

the rotation-vibration energies. There are six parameters in the potential

adjusted by fitting to the observed bands. The calculated vibration-rotation

transitions in these molecules will be reported.

-14-



2.1 Introduction

The work presented here is a restatement of general procedures to convert

from scalar bond distance-angle coordinates to scalar coordinates. Since the set

of Cartesian coordinates does not necessarily provide a useful description of the

system, the Jacobi-type orthonormal coordinates will be defined by the

appropriate orthonormalization procedures. These kinds of coordinates are

optimally orthogonal in configuration space and lead to a I'sufficiently'r separable

Hamiltonian.

CHAPTER 2 Theory

2.2

2-2-t.

Generalized Jacobi Vectors

Aoy vector (io the label space) describing relative motion may

conventionally be expressed as

Configuration space description of the N-body systern

X:X 
"io€ioi,cl

where i, j, . . denote particle identification labels, and a, p, 1 denote cartesian

components of a N-body system in the configuration space. The øic, represent

field components and the eio â system of orthogonal, but not normal, base

vectors. In order to obtain a more separable Hamiltonian, some kinds of

coordinate transformations must

(2.1)

be done, which are

-15-



accompanied by a transformation of base vectors. Here, we make the use of co-

and contravariant metric tensors, because of the non<rthogonality of the bases.

2.2.2. The Contrava¡iant and Cova¡iant Metric Te'¡sors.

Let the set of quantities {øic} defined in equation 2.1 relate to another set

by the transformation of the form

where {F(a;x)} is the representation of the tensor in the X-coordinate system,

and {G(p;y)} is its representation in any coordinate system Y related to the

X-system by the transformation. Thus the components of covariant tensors are

c(É;v)
¡A0x:fuP

If the set of quantities {ric.} defined in equation 2.1 relate to another set

by the transformation of the form

^ßc(É;y) : ?toF(a;x),0x

where {F(o;x)} represents the tensor in the X-coordinate system and {G(B;y)} i"
the Y-coordinate system. We denote components of contravariant tensors by

Gþ : fuþ po (contravariant law). (2.3)
nd.ox

F(a;x), (a,þ : 1,2,...,n),

Gß: *ir- (covariant law).
' oy'

Let the vector defined in (2.1) be expressed in terms of either basis.

ri-ix : ¿j.x ei : àixie

(2.2)

-16-



By definition

*. : <ï.e.) : E.*ia"..u.t : l.Js..r r J Jl J ""F

: E.*.<i.€.) : r.*.dJJ I JJI

iLikewise *t : <Ì.er> : xj*j<eJ.et> - Dj*jg}

Thus

whence

r,s¡rd : ai

*i : Ejxk*kerjd : Ekxk(rjskjd) : rt*k4

Thus the metric tensor with respect to the contravariant basis, t, i, tl.
inverse of the metric tensor with respect to the covariant basis g.

s:Bt (2.4)

It also follows that

e.:Xrg,.,i ":BãI J"TJ

Now, let g be the corresponding covariant metric tensor which is defined

by g: e et and has block-diagonal form

where

D(N) - diag (*r, *r, - ., mN).

and the t¡ace of D( N ) is the total mass M.

ar:ft

DN00
oDx0
00DN

(2.5)

(2.6)

-17-



2.2.3.

It is conventional to perform an initial

Cartesian coordinates to centre of mass-relative

Hamiltonian.

Consider a vector X represented in terms

systems e and e'.

Linea¡ tra¡sformations

e' : Ae, e: A-le',

where e, e' denote column vectors, and A is a matrix describing a linear

transformation of basis.

The corresponding field quantities ø are also denoted by a column vector.

transformation from the set of

coordinates for a more separable

X : Zte : X'te, : X, tfue.

Hence

x' : (^-L)tr

: Á.,

of two (covariant) base vector

Thus, the corresponding transformations for

these relationships,

(2.7)

E, : e,.(u,), : Ae.etAt - AgAt.

The centre-of-mass coordinate is defined:

X'N : M-r D m¡xí.

(2.s)

(2.e)

the metric tensor are determined by

(2.10)

-i8-
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where the N-1 interparticle bond vectors are

fr'k:-ri+rt (¿+i,k:1,2,.. .,N-1), (z.rz)

The appropriate transformation matri* Ã of the contravariant basis with respect

to the centre-of-mass is

(i) (j)
f.

rfr)lô-110\/ l'
I(N) L -tltvt -r/M m:/M m*/M

2-2.4 Mechenics of AXo with Cnv geometry

Let the system atom numbering be as follows

*r\',/*"
A l[a:fl1

Xl ' rllx:lrl2

The first metric tensor is constructed with respect to the mass of the atoms

(2.13)

ã':

pt 0 0 0
0 ltr 0 0
0 0 ltz 0

000pr:
' ltz

l-4 : Tlmt

l-tz: Llmz

-19-



transforma

-1

;: It
l-l
Lyt

tion
1

0

0

The corresponding

transformation 92 -

matrix
00
10

? .t.
uz uz

Ã i, d.noed by (2.13)

'U2U2

contravariant metric tensor is formed after processing

A g1 At , which is not in a diagonal form.

ftñ :ö.

Ul:

Ut:

M:

P' ltt ltt

ltt P' ltt

ltt ltt P'

000

-t/M
^rlM

IIl.1 * nmz

2.2-5 Mecha¡ics of C¡Hr Allene

0

0

0

rln,

Let the system atom numbering be as follows

Itr' :

þt:

"t \ ,/Hu
Cz <- Cr..-.--.--+ Cr

/\H¿ H7

(-t + m2)fm1m2

Ll^,

Then

the

8t:

h0 0 0 0 0 00 trl 0 0 0 0l
0 0 ttzI 0 0 0 

|0 0 0 ttrl 0 0l
0 0 0 0 ttt\ 0 

|0 0 0 0 0 u,20I000000 pl

which is the inverse of the matrix g

rn'ç

mh

IIÌ1

fr.2

[4: Tlmt

l-tz: llmz

-20-



thus, the matrix A of Allene generating

analogous of the usual bond vectors is

.-1 1 0 0 0 0 0.
I o-r 1 o o o o l

I o-r o 1 o o o ll-r o o o 1 o o I

I o o o o-1 I o l

I o o o o-1 o 1l
L ,, ,, u2 u2 u1 uz uz)

A_

and the metric tensor

relative coordinate vectors which are

8z ts

rr:

2l-tt -pt
-ltt lf,'
-þt ltt
ltt 0
00
00
00

ut:*r/M
þz:^rlM
M : 3mr * 4m2

2.2.6

-ltt ltt 0 0 0

ttt 0 0 0 0l
ti 0 0 0 0l
0 2ttt -pt -l.rt 0 

|o-tt, p'þt o I0 -tt, ltt p' 0 |0 0 0 07lMJ

It is clear to see from above examples that the metric tensors !2 are not

diagonal. Thus, one or more transformations, O, must be done in order to

orthonormalize them

Let E be an orthonormal covariant basis derived from e by a linear

transformation

E:Oe
Then

G : E.Et : 1 : Oe.(Oe)t : O"."tOt : O g Ot

whence

Orthonormel i zation procedures

p':(mr+m2)/mË2

-21 -



o-1 -1o-lo¡got:sot
Thus g : g-119t¡-1

Since (O-l)t : (gOt)t : Ogt : og, and since

(o-t¡-t- o : (got)-l : (ot)-1e 1, from which

og : (ot)-l, it follows that

(ot¡-t : (o-l)t, and that

s : o-1(o-1)t.

Setting S : O-1, then g : S St. This equation can be interpreted as a general

condition to be satisfied by any transformation matrix S.

Since the configuration vector * can be expanded in any basis, one has

R : *t": etE : qtoe

whence

2-2-7 Equivalent symmetric (ES) coordinates

*t : eto or

In the transformation E' = Oê, in which E' represents an orthonormal set,

let us require that

E'et : eE't

q : 1o-1)t*

It follows that

Og:gOt-EtOt-(OS)t,

i.e. Og is a symmetric mat¡ix (g itself is by definition symmetric). Hence

(2.14)

-22-
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g, : L: OgOr - Ozg (2.16)

and

o: gå (z.t1)

Example of Symmetric orthonormalization.

Here we presume that O is a symmetric matrix in which case Ot - O.

Then o-2 - g, or o - gtlz. Setting

O-1 : [..a b]
LD A)

o-2: 
[;]î",,i;B] 

: 
[.],,."îr]

Since ,2+ b2: 1, let a : cosá, b : sind. 'We 
have

2sinflcos? : sin20 : cosó.

0 :, asin(cos/)

o_1 _ 
[::;g :åifl

s : (l/co,rd) 
[::iÍd ]ååfl

Ql :*lcosd+x2sind

Q2:xlsind+x2cosd

E1 : ercosd-ersin?

Ez: -ersind * ercos9

Note that (81.u1) : <E,r.er>.

In any molecule possessing a set of identical nuclei, if one chooses as bond

-23-



vectors equivalent bonds (as for example the three N-H bonds of NH3), then the

resultant set of ES Jacobi coordinates Qr, Qz, Q3 are merely interchanged by ihe

operations of the molecular permutation-inversion group. In other words, these

coordinates can be regarded as orthonormal (io the configuration space)

analogous to the non--orthogonal bond vectors.

2.2-8 Irreducible symmetric (IS) coorrtin¿1ss

If the set Q1., Qz, .,.,.,Qr as equivalent group generators of the PI group,

one can derive coordinates, Ro, which transform as the various irreducible

representations of the group

Ro : E ø"(P)PQi,
p

where the øc(P) are the characters

representation a.

Example

Field components

for the various operators P for irreducible

Thus

F:RE

s : (n-l)te

(R-l)t :

s1 : (r/z,lz)(xl+

s2 : (rlzlz)(xz-

(2.1s)

F1 : 2-rl2çør+82)

F2 : z-rl2?r,t+82)

(Ltztz)?_L l]

*2¡lriod * cosd)

*l)lcosd - sind)
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2.2.9 Subgroup orthonormalization of Allene

Let a, þ, be parameters permitting subgroup orthonormalization as follows.

Let's demonstrate the orthonormalization procedures for Allene.

with the following values

B:

10 000 00
0 a a 0 0 0 0
o p-p o 0 o o
00 010 00
0 0 0 0 a u,0
0 0 0 0 p-p 0
00 000 01

a-[mpzlQQmr+*r))]å

we find that !3 : n g, Bt

let À, á, be parameters permitting subgroup

with the following values

À:(mr lÐl, á:(mr lÐ,
we find that ta : õ ã, õ, *h.r.

C_

þ:(*, lÐ+

À00 )000
010 0000
0010000
á 0 0-6 0 0 0
0000100
0000010
0000001

orthonormalization as follows.

84:

1-A'0 0-4,0 0

-A' 1 0-A 0 0 0
0 010 00 0
0-A 0 1 A 0 0

-4,00A.1000 00 0 010
0 0 0 0 0 01iM

A- (mz I 2^ 4-, )å

A': (Lß)+ A

-25-



Let r : (tlÐ+

by doing this transformation gs : 4 gt qr

where

ãu:

L-2r.þJ 0 0 0 0 0

-214,1000000010000
0 0 0 1-2rA 0 0
0 0 0-2rA 1 0 0
0000010
000000L1M

Now construct the matrix

çe e 0 0 0 0 0

lr-r 0 0 0 0 0

ñ: 13 3 å 3 3 3 3

l0 0 0 a-ur 0 0

l0 0 0 0 010L0 0 0 0 0 0 1

q-

1000000
0r00r00
0010000
0001000
0 r 0 0-r 0 0
0000010
0000001

fore:t3/(6-2./f6A)lå

ande:UlQ-z^EÐl+

Then do the transformation g6 : Ñ ;r Ñ, to complete the orthonormalizing

procedure.

The complete orthonormalizing transformation of the base vectors for

relative coordinates is thus specified by

É':ó,ã:(ñicsl"

':[3 l$+2,/-6Ð]+

u:[1 lQ+2,8A)]+
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2.2-10 Tra¡sformation between the sets

rL, î2 . 
"r(r-1)/2 - el, e2 . nn(n-1)i2

is accomplished by means of the transformation

c(a) : oG(ø)ot,

where G(ø) is the bilinear form defined by the (symmetric) Gram matrix,

G:ttt

tI'frt rt'Iz

Iz'rt fr2. frZ

in terms of N(N - I)12 scalars which are the length (bond lengths) of the

vectors r¡ and their intervector angles (bond angles)

0¡i: acros(ø1.n:llxil.l":l). t,: (rt, r,2t -¡ 
1m_r) ir a column vector

constructed from the set of. n: N - 1 bond vectors.

tn'11

rl'ln

î2'rn

(2.1e)

2.3.

Ín'rn

The basis arises from consideration of the metric properties of the

configuration space describing the system. By taking account of coordinate

LAPTACIAN

(2.20)
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scaling, it is a simple matter to show in general that

T : -ñ,24

where A, the Laplacian operator, is expressed by [at¡

o:,",*,\-ðêãç-î.|,ao) dr:ßTuC Q.zz)

: 
,Dr8" &- I oo ,o Dh - ,Ðrs"fl,

where lf, denotes a standard Christoffel three index ,y-tot of the second kind,

f|r:xghk[rs,k1 Q.zz)
k

and [rs,k] : ålðrgrr * ôsgrL - fogrr]

is the corresponding three index symbol of the first kind. The gts denote

elements of the contravariant metric tensor, and g is the determinant of the

elements of the covariant metric tensor. What is important is that the

contravariant metric tensor, þict'jp(¡tt,...,xo3), in the set of bond vectors

{x11,...,xn3} is not diagonal. This is easily shown by employing the general

expression for the transformation of the contravariant metric tensor under a

coordinate transformation. Let g.t((1,...,(an) be the transformed metric tensor in

the coordinate system (1,...,(3n where, as usual (r: (r(xt1,..,xt3).Then

(2.2t)

By applyrng this to the case where the rroldrr coordinates are particle positions

and the rrnew" coordinates are the ttbondtr and rrmass centreil coo¡dinates, the

various bond vectors are seen not to be orthogonal (see below). In any

subsequent transformation to curvilinear coordinates (as depicted in (t.f)) the

number of nonzero elements of grs and the degree of messiness of these will

increase (greatly) in proportion to the number of nonzero elements of hi"'ig(x).

Ideally, hic,'jg(x) : áijáo9. It is exactly this which is achieved by transforming

from bond vectors to GJV as translational invariants as described in section. 2.2.

(r,s,k : 1...n) (2.24)

g"(0: t t Pç- 9f' hic,,ig(x)
i, o j ,9 âxia âxjp

(2.25)
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2-4 Constraint

We start with a statement of the usual theorem regarding admissible

transformations in the absence of constrains.

THEOREM I. If a transformat'ion of coordi,nates T possesses an 'inaerse

a-t, and, if J and K are the Jacobians of T and T-t, respectiuely, then JK: I

Proof:

Here we will deal with real single-valued, reversible functional transformations of

the form

T: Ai = yi(xt, t2, ., d), (i : L, 2, . . ., n),

T-1: ri - frí(AL, U2, ., Ao), (i : L, 2, . . ., n),

a new set of identities in gi ,t. obtained by T-t,

yi = yilxr(yL, !2,', ao),

The differentiation with respect to

ffi:rt:#ffi
But

Since lôi:l : l,we see that J . K - 1 Incidentally, it follows from

this result that J f 0 in R.

#ffit: t#,it'tffii: r'K

,û(AL,A2,' ,A")7,

yi yields

(u: I,2, ,n)

-29-



S.S:Mffi:
If we define S

If

:ffiaodS:#
1 follows,i.e.,S and 3 ,r" reciprocal.

and e¡ :rrffi

dt:dxier*dx2ez
: dylEr * dylB,

then

This can be regarded as a set of linear equations from which the set dyi can be

obtained by inversion. The matrices S and õ ".. involved in the equations of

transformation of co- and contravariant metric tensors.

The {xi} in our case usually denote Cartesian GJV components, the new

coordinates {yi} being some curvilinear coordinates defined in terms of the xi.

Constrains are inevitably assumed in the construction of the yi,i.€., for a certain

coordinate subset dyi = 0 , whence, for these coordinates it is also true that all

^ioy - 0 for all j. Corresponding to that, the matrix S is no longer square but
âxj

has fewer rows than columns. If the elements of õ are easily evaluated, then,

presuming we know ã(*), it is possible to evaluate i(y) which is of course

square, and , if inversion is not too laborious, h(y). Once the two metric tensors

are known, the laplacian and other desired quantities can be found in the

customary manner.

Since the set {d*i} is considerably larger than the set of nonzero {dyi}, it

^i
is often easier to evaluate the 4. In that case the desire is to construct the

ryi
matrix S which is 'rinverse" to S, and by that means proceed to evaluate the

r##r Id"']
le# e#J L u" J

:tf#'l
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transformed covariant metric tensor

metric tensor by inversion.

h(y), obtaining from it the contravariant

-31 -



CHAPTER 3

Large emplitude Hemiltonien s

Introduction

The initial step

from bond vectors

procedures, ES and IS, ,¡rill be discussed and analyzed in detail for AXe type of

molecules. We will then process the steps in transforming the kinetic energy

operator from cartesian GJV components {q11,q12,....q33} to the corresponding

basic rotational invariant coordinates {Q1,Q2,Q3,{)12,1f)13,1þ23,a,0,.y}. The entire

contravariant metric tensor is diagonal after choosing a proper noninertial frame.

This ftame is corresponding to instantaneous principal axes of the

(approximately) constrained molecule.

for internal motion in AX3 Molecules.

for

to

working toward the Hamiltonian is the transformation

centre-of-mass coordinates. The orthonormalization

-32-



3-1- GJV for AX3 system.

For the AX3 system let particle t have mass m', the remaining particles

2,3,4 being given mass m(m' *nm - M).

sij : (mim¡)+ô¡¡ ã,, : (t/mim¡)+ô1¡ (3.1)

Corresponding to the choice of bond vector field components ¡12, ¡13, x14, the

matrix Ã traosforming to these field components and its inverse are given by

-1 100

-L010
-1 001
m'nmm
fffifril

À-

the corresponding contravariant

E,=

Itr' Ll^' Il^' 0

Il^' p' 1l^' 0

7l^' Ll^' p' 0

o00Ll\

-p 7-¡t' -p -p

-p -p L-¡t -p

-p -tL -p L-¡l

1111

A-

wit}a p,' - (m*m')/-*' and such that g' : A I At and B' : A I At.

metric tensors being

t'-
Transformations O are now introduced to orthonormalize the metric tensor

p(t-tt) -p2 -p2 o

-þ2 p1-tù -þ2 o

oÐ
-tf -þo p(t-tt) 0

0001

8'=-M

(3.2)

(3.3)
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3.2- Equivalent symmet¡ic orthonormalization for AX3 molecules

The equivalent symmetric (ES) orthonormalization is the transformation

which interchange bond vectors under a permutation of the identical atoms.

From a practical standpoint, the matri* ó., is most easily computed fro- ó.rz

: E'-I - g' where g' - A g At is the covariant metric tensor in bond vector

coordinates.

Restricting attention to the relative subspace and setting

¿: [Mp(l-tù]+ cos/ - -pl$-/
it follows that

I 
t cos/ cos/l

1'rer: a2 
lcosø 

r cosi 
I

[cos/ cos/ 1,,|

g'rer is a positive matrix since (l-cos/), 1+ (n-l)cos/ ) 0. Since g'rel is

circulant matrix then ó: g'relt can also be shown [5?] to be a circulant

It follows that

la b bl

õ"r: 
l: ; I

¿:(aln){l I1 + fn=f coaøl

Noting that a-b: aill:ãoT}-f : É

then a:b*þ
ES GJV are then expressed by q., : ó"rx and grtrel - ôij.

(3.4)

(3 .5)

+ (n-t)1(-i-c osøT)

(3.6)

- ftl-c o s-Ð)

-34-
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Pictorial representation of the results of this section are presented in Figure

3.1. Equivalent symmetric (ES) orthogonalization of the bond vectors generates

three GJV.

3.3 I¡reducible symmetric (IS) orthonormalization for AX3 molecules

The alternative coordinates, (IS), which correspond to the various

irreducible representations, are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem for

B'¡et then normalizing which, taken together, in this case is described by a

transformation matrix of the form

where the coefficients a,P,1 are chosen to achieve normalization, i.e.

o- [mm,/BM]+ p:fulzl+
Once again eis : óo* and g"ret - áij.

Oi, :

l:x,i ]

Irreducible symmetric (IS) orthonormalization of the primitive translational

invariants (the bond vectors) produces the three generalized Jacobi vectors

{Qr,q.z,qe} shown in the Fig.3.1. The pair {qr,qr} lie in the plane of the X

atoms and are equivalent, while q1 is a vector from this plane to A.

7 : fml6l+

(3.e)
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Figure 3.1 Alternate descriptions of inversion in NHe along the lowest

energy inversion path. The first (ES) is essentially that of trfixed" length

inversion characterized by angle p. The second (IS) is principally linear

inversion of q1 accompanied by symmetric oscillation in the q2, q3 plane.
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3-4 Choice between ES and IS.

Since the coordinate pathway for pure inversion is usually considered to be

the minimum energy path from one side of the barrier to the other with equal

bond lengths and angles, \,ve can see which set of GJV's leads to the most

separable Hamiltonian by examining the form of the potential.

The primitive set of internal coordinates deriving from the GJV are the

rotational invariants parameterizing the Gram matrix G : e.et, i.e. the lengths,

{.Qi.}, of the GJV and angles {.riij.} between them.

The corresponding six GJVBRI exhibit the following characteristics for this

pathway,

IS: Qt, Q2 : q3, 1f)12 : 1þ13 - 1þ23 : rl2

ES: Qt: Q2: Q3, tþtz - tþ13: tþzs

Ab initio calculations for NH3 are based on 6-311G**.

Table 3.l:Coordinate values corresponding to the mi¡imum
energy pathway for inversion.

ab initio
0n

d.g ,Ä,

90 0.9867
95 0.9876
100 0.9902
105 1.0050
112.8 1.0L47
115 1.0178
i30 1.0304

Irred Symm.
Ql Q2,Q3

(in terms of bond distances, R, and inversion angle á)

two variables

two variables.

0.0 1.208
0.135 1.205
0.270 1.194
0.410 1.189
0.618 1.146
0.676 1.130
1.040 0.967

The values of these variables are plotted as a function of the inversion

I Equiv Sym.

a

0.987
0.987
0.988
0.999
1.001
1.002
0.992

p
d"g

120.0
i19.4
7L7.5
1i4.6
108.0
105.8
87.t
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angle in Figure 3.1 for both symmetrization schemes. It can be seen that, in IS

coordinates, the potential is a function of both {Qt:qz} and Q3, whereas, for ES

coordinates, the potential is almost independent of {qt:q2:Q3}, depending

essentially only upon the inversion angle p. This suggests that ES coordinates

offer the possibility of providing a single variable description of inversion along

the minimum energy pathway, whereas IS coordinates would at best provide a

two variable description.

3.5 Inversion - rotation Hemiltonian in terms of the basic

rotational inva¡iants

3.5.1. The contrava¡ia¡t metric tensor t

We are now at the stage to process the steps in transforming operators

such as the kinetic energy operator from cartesian GJV components

{q11,q12,....q33} to the corresponding basic rotational invariant coordinates and

external angles

{ Q 1, 
Q 

2, Q 3,1f)12,1þt3,rf)23, a, þ,'y}

The contravariant metric tensor, t, is co-posed

of internal coordinates (i), external coordinates (u)

nonorthogonality (c).

The internal contravariant

;: [:ï:

of subtensors characteristic

and coupling due to their

co*s I
es*s l

metric tensor, i, is independent of the specific

-39-
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choice of molecular frame

where 1,x, and 0 are here 3'3 matrices and where x is

internal angular subspace and is not diagonal.

and has the following form.

xll : (QÐ{+ (Q2),

ftt.'
Lor*s

sr*rl

Xr*J

xL2

x13

x23

A more separable KE operator can be formed by introduction of some set

of derived curvilinear coordinates to diagonalize i. Since the advantage of this

coordinate system is that in the region of configuration space for which Ql I Q2

! Q3 g Q and rþt2 y tttrs ! tþ23 y r/, x is a circulant matrix because ¡11 ru ¡ç22 ru

x33 and ¡12 rv ¡ç13 ! x2e.

Thus the x matrix has the form:

x22 : (Qlr+ (Q3)4
23- cOSil.t l2cos
slnur rs I n

the contribution from the

13- s6s,ùr12s6s
Slngtrzg t O

x33 - (Qr)r+ (Q3)"

lrlq, tlQ2(costþ11*cosr/) tlQ2(costþl1+cos/)cos/l

lrTqrlcosr¿ ll+costþ) 2lq2 LlQ2(cos{11*cosr/) 
|

It¡qrçrorr¡¡1*cosr/) 1lQ2(costþl;+costþ)cosþ 2lq, 
.J

(3. 1 1)

-40-
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A circulant matrix can be diagonalized the same way as in Sec. 3.I.2.

Let a : 2lQ2 and B: 1/Qz(costþll+costþ)

Thus the diagonalized matrix x' has the following form:

a*2þ 0 0l

o a-o ,l
o o "-pJ

where a+2P:å,hTäSå
and

a- p: 
å,t*?td#l

One important phenomenon is that this approach does not diagonalize x

over the entire configuration space,but in some region of the configuration space.

The approach taken to some extent depends upon the experimental phenomena

for which one wants to obtain a Hamiltonian. Here there are two somewhat

different cases,

1) Phenomena involving inversion - rotation,

2) Phenomena involving stretching overtones.

These two cases will be discussed in detail.

(3.13)
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3.5.2.

Proceeding from

{Q,s1,s2,ú,s3,sa,a,p,f is

from the tþii. Let

e:e-å(el +e2
sr:z*(el -e2)
sz:6-*1-e1 -e2

GJYBRI

{q11,q12,....q33} to BRI rotational coordinates

aided by constructing IS coordinates from the Qi ¿o¿

where it is notable that Q aod p have been differently normalized than is usual.

U,being formed by the partial derivative of the old with respect to the new

coordinates, is introduced to diagonalize the new metric tensor.

+ Q3)

+ 2Qs¡

_r _

tþ : 3n (tþtz ¡ 1þrt + rþzt¡
1-

ss : 2-(1þ12 _ 1þts) (A.3)

sr : 6-*1-rþtz - úLs + Z{zt¡

U_

where Ui - [Jx -

[Uis*s os*r I

lor., u's*sj

II

New matrix

J _r_
2 2 -6 'ì

I

-1 
1 I

-2 2 -S tl
I

-r I0 2.6 ')

tensor i has the form

-42-
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L_

wherei:UiUt

andsinceUlU:1

we only need to perform the matrix transformation on the x submatrix part.

and the components of the new contravariant sub-metric tensor u are

f t':,*s os*s I

Lo,., t*,Jl

6
1

¿tn: i x iij
J
- i I j=4

i66 - flinn +iuu + 4i6ô - 4146 + 2i4s -4i56]

,i45 :6-å¡irl - iss + i46 - i56l

,i46: 
$ z-*¡lziuu -i44 -iss) * (i46 + is6 - 2i45)l

¿uu : le+¡liss - i44) * 2(i+t - i56)l

¿ur:|[iu - 2i45 + i55]

The advantage of this coordinate system (depicted in Figure 2) over the previous

is that in the region of configuration space for which Qr g Q2 ! Q3 I Q and Etz

y 1þr3 y 1þ23 ! ,r/, the matrix i is effectively diagonal since 144 ry 155 ry i66 ¿afl i45 ry

i46 I ird. This region is quite adequate to account for rotation - inversion

spectra. Adopting this approximation, we obtain

,i44 : i44 + 2 i4s - [z I qr1 f+-+Ì##l
i55 - ,i66 - i44-i45 - tr¡òrlt=#]

The approximations which diagonalize i can also be employed to define a

non-inertial frame for the molecule in which the z-axis is the polysector of the

(equal) angles 1þr2,1þt3,1þ23, the x- and y-axes being mutually orthogonal axes

-43_
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anywhere in the plane orthogonal to z. This allows completion of the external,

e, and angle-external, c, parts of the contravariant metric tensor. In fact c : 0,

and

f(2+cos/)-l 0 0 I.:Q-21 0 (2+cosr/)-t 0 l.
L 0 0 [2(1-cost/)]-tl

This choice of noninertial frame corresponds to instantaneous principal axes of

the (approximately) constrained molecule. The entire contravariant metric tensor

within this approximation is therefore diagonal.

3.5.3 The transformation from inter-€JV angle r/ to polar æEfe p-

Replace the inter-GJV angle tþ by the (more convenient) polar angle ¡r

the z-axis of the molecular frame to any one of the GJV.

911 :Qsinpcost/

gL2:Qsin¡.lsinr/

813 : Q cosp

Thus

(3.17)

e1.q2:911.921 * gtz.gzz * g13.gzl

- Qrsin2/¿ cosrþos(r/*1200) + Q2sin2p, sinr/ein(r/+1200) * Qzcoszp,

: jQ2sinzp, t Qzçsszp

On the other hand ql.qz : Q2cosry'

g2r : Q sinp cos(r/+fZOo)

922: Q sinpsin(/+1200)

923 : Q cos¡.a

So, these angles are related by

-åQ2sin2p * Q2cos2lt : Qzcostþ

-44-



whence

cosl)-L-Zgsinz¡t

sin2p:fir-cosr/)

Such a change in a single coordinate changes the corresponding diagonal

component of the metric tensor as follows

nri(y) : #; ,"" #;
If we choose iaa as that component and the transformed component is

ne\ù : @plarÐ2 ,i44(1þ)

since (ô/ôtþ)(sinzp,) - Zsinp, cosp, ô¡t,lôtþ

and also : @lÌlùÊ{1 - cost/)l

cos2þ: fir * 2costþ)

whence,

and

¿tE(tt) - @¡tl ô{),12 I q,1 Ë-+ffil]

Ôpl Arþ : sin//(3sin¡æos ¡t)

By substituting

cos{-7-2gsinzp,

into the remaining components, we get

: ll/Q'z]

and

;55 -

,ir. - ¿'* : 3fr, t.+rrol,]

rlla,rl+=#tr*;fÀ

.'oo- 1 1o-- - W ilnÐ

-45-
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3.6. The Laplacian

The Laplacian appropriate to an orthogonal curvilinear system is:

O = ? 
g'.â',-E Dr'&, (3.20)

where in a diagonal system

Dh - +[(ghh)2agm - shh,]n8"4,8,,J
1r

: *[- &ghh + goo,Ìo(grr)-tflogrr]
TT

In our case the Bii are functions only of Q,p so that Dh for all other

vanish. For Q

Dl - +.f n(s*)-t 
ôgr ¡6nt : - fr

while for ¡t

D4 : - $, [.o*, - "'rr[r-*-€*¡-r]]
Thus

^;rhl:
* [åq,]'*

* å,WÀ'-

2a
Q'l A-ql2a

Q'2 AJ2
2ô
Q'3 ä-q3

- {rðr.*,7lP*' + Pr'l + sq#dþ e,'}

(3.21)

variables

(3.22)

p)

i1
p)

få,1;
Læ'j

(3.23)

over rotational coordinates
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r :-[y] 
ht[3n] 

'.&%l

-t", ]b+,[#r]'* 
"å,[cotø 

- ""'r[=*u-r]]ä]

-[", ]{rô" Firø[J(I+r)-x't + ar,þ, x']

- t"l i tå'l'* [*,] 1 - Wl+=1ïtr*#À{ [*']'.

3.7. Separable potentials.

The most evident approach to a zeto

separable and sensible is the following. Let

V(Q,s1,s2,p,s3,s4) : V(Q) *ftrVtf)
where V(st) : V(sz) and V(sa) : V(sa).

The symmetric stretch rotation inversion sub-Hamiltonian is simply

nr*(e,ø) : [F]{ åtfo]' - &8q

[*,]']

where

order potential which is both

(3.24)

Note that the 2D Schrödinger equation

Hr6(Q,ø)v¡6(Q,ø) : nvr*(Q,ø) (3.28)

is separable, i.e. Vr^(Q,ø) : ,þJKr (q)x¡y^(u), where the x*fu) are

eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue equation

_47_

4

+ x V(si)
j=1

+ v(Q) + fr,r,r6(r)]

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)



L ¡Kfu) x ¡¡,^(u) : Â¡6-x¡6-(r)
whence

HrK*(e) : 
[o, ]{- åt$q] ' - &fo + v(a) * å,^¡*-}

In the absence of centrifugal stretching of Q, the rotation

can be separated from that of Q-+tretching, giving

H(¡,) : tffit tåtä] '- e¡')h,. 3 ¿*[J(J+r)-x'l * #;u K2 + vtp)]

as a lD rotation-inversion Hamiltonian, with

F(¡,) : å[.ot, - "tr[,=å*u"r]]

The eigenproblem corresponds exactly to that of the Associated Legendre

equation with a potential, this having been extensively studied previously in the

context of solution by the renormalized Numerov method [65]. Two approaches

are apparent. The best is to numerically solve the entire eigenproblem to

compute the inversion - rotation levels E(v2,J,K). The second approach, which

will be approximate, is to first solve the pure inversion eigenproblem

characterized by the Hamiltonian

H(p) : tffit t-t#,J'* Prp)îÀ + v(p) (3 32)

then to compute the rotational energies by replacing ¡r-dependent terms in the

rotational Hamiltonian by their expectation values, yielding

(3.2e)

(3.30)

inversion energy

E,'¡(J,K) : [ffi,] [3 (.#-r) [J(I+r)-x1 * (sh"-r)'rlo 
o

Results have been obtained for the fult 2D calculation and for

to the lD calculation.

(3.31)

Kr]

both

(3.33)

approaches
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3-8. Hemiltonians for NH3

Models of inversion in ammonia have existed for many years and are

mostly based on the symmetric top distortable rotor Hamiltonian. The general

energy formula for the case of doubly degenerate vibrations was introduced by

Nielsen [4t] (reviewed by Herzberg [nr]). The body of experimental data from

absorption and emission spectra has recently been employed by Lehmann and

Coy to characterize anharmonic force constants and molecular parameters for

NH3 [aa,ll,+s¡. Vaida, Rosmus et aI. have developed a theoretical model for the

AlAz"-XlAl absorption and emission spectra of ammonia [40,+z,aa1. Spirko, Urba

et aI. [4e,50,51,52] have employed the Hougen-Bunker-Johns Hamiltonian [53] to

explain the vibration-rotation energy levels of NH3 as described in the recent

review by Papousek [un]. The HBJ Hamiltonian, by employing a curvilinear

bending coordinate and rectilinear stretching coordinate to construct a nonrigid

reference configuration, combines both large and small amplitude vibrational

motion to revise the general formula of Darling and Dennison [uu] for

vibration-rotation motion which has been used for over 50 years. We will

reexamine the inversion energy levels by our lD model in the next section.

3.9 lD Hamiltonian- for NH¡

Since ('f¡zlz)i 16.8575/Q2 cm-l (Q i" .-oåÅ¡ and Qs, : 1.0029, we have that

('fL2l2q2) : 16.7607. Thus

H(p) : r6.T60THfÀ'z+ F¡')h. ?rr+*rr[J(J+r)-r4 + s*îr, xz] + v(¡r)

1. Pure Inversion: The constrained

:K:0.
case of pure inversion is

-49-
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solved by setting J



v(¡r) : c0 + cl(cosp) + cz(cos¡r)z * ca(cosp)3* ca(cos¡r)a * c5(cos¡.r)s

A four term potential was employed of the following form

(3.35)

with starting values of the parameters obtained from ¿ä i,ni,tio calculation, and

such that assignments to observed transitions could be made. The customary

iterative least squares refinement procedure r,vas initiated lead.ing to convergence

with cr : -937.722, c2 : -23110, cs : -51060, c4 : 278900, cs : -163300 and

with ce chosen conveniently such that V(p)ri" : 0, i.e. cs : 2050. AU

parameters are defined in cm-1. Comparison of theoretical v¡ith observed

transition energies is shown in Table 3.2. It can be seen that agreement is

exceptionally good.

Table 3-2: Comparison t 
S.fl3fr,loflx".f¡version 

spectrum of NH3

State

0+

0-
1+

1-
2+
2-
D+
J

3-

Uexp
-lcmr

0.0
0.794
932.43
968.i2
1598.47
1882.18
2384.77
2895.61

ucal
-lcm¡

0.0
0.806
932.80
968.11
1598.53
1882.10
2384.77
2895.80

uexp-uca\
-lcmr

0.0
0.026
4-37
0.01

-{.05
0.08

-{.60
-{.19
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Figure 3.2 NHs potentials with respect to experiment and ab initio
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Experimental and ab-initio

recip cm.(Thousands)

NH3 Potentials

-1
-0.58

-1 toO

-0.38 -0.18 O

cos(mu)

o.2

-52-
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3-10 Tnfluence of rotation on the inversion splitting

This subject is usually discussed in terms of the J,K dependence of the

0*{- inversion separation since it was this which Costain [66] fitted empirically.

According to Costain

z(J,K):46exp[A1J(J+1) + A2Kz + A3{J(J+1)}, + A4J(J+1)Kz * AsKa]

(3.36)

where u(J,K) : E(O-,J,K) - E(O*,J,K) and where Ao and A1 are the leading

terms on the right. Thus

u(J,K)lA.o: exp[ArJ(J+t) * A2Içz + A3{J(J+1)}, + A4J(J+1)K2 * AsKa]

! 1+ A1J(J+1) * ArI{z +A3J(J+1)K2 + A4J(J+1)K2 * ArK¿ +.....

(3.37)

In the zero order approach to our rotation inversion hamiltonian

E(0*,J,K) : E(0.) + Eg-(J,K)

E(O-,J,K) : E(oJ + B9-("1,x) (3.38)

whence

u(J,K): E(0-) - ujo-, + [89 (¡,x) - E9-(J,K)]

: t/o i [E$iJ,K) - E9-(J,K)] (3.ae)

vrirh e!-1r,r¡ - c{?-[J(J + 1) -Kr] + E*r]

Then

u(J,K)f uo: 1 * 9"t3<"u- o,-)[J(J + 1) - K4 +
: 1 * B1J(J + 1) + (8, -81)xz

nilr,x¡ : c{+jJ(r + 1) - K2l + E*r}

where 
"r:9,?(oo-- 

as*) and Bz : ?"#pu - þor)

One can therefore obtain immediate agreement with the leading terms of the

linear expansion of the Costain expression by setting

Ar : Br and Az : (B-Br)

the ratio u(J,K)luo being contained in column 3 of Table 3 which portrays the

lo"- - þo-) Kzj

-53-
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resülts of various approaches. Note, however, that the linear expansion is valid

only for low J,K as shown in the last column of Table 3.3

A better approximation to the Costain formula should result by solving the

entire onedimensional (1D) eigenproblem, i.e. by taking into account the J,K

dependence of the os,ps above. This is seen both from column 4 of Table 3.3

and pictotially from Figure 3.3 to yield good agreement with the exponential

Costain formula for a set of calculations with K : 0, J : 0..15.

Table 3-3 The 0+-{- separation f¡om various models. Cost refers to the
exponenüial formula of Costain and Coslin to its linea¡ term.

00
50

100
150

lDsep

1.0

0.809
0.299

-0.529

Better results still should be obtained by solving the 2D problem, i.e. by

taking into account centrifugal stretching of Q. The calculation was easily done

by solving the eigenproblem for the Hamiltonian (4.4) which we did with a

simple harmonic potential replicating the symmmetric stretch fundamental. From

column 5 it can be seen that the improvement is completely negligible.

In conclusion we observe that we have obtained a separable description of

inversion in NHs which adequately includes the influence of the rotational state

of the molecule.

lDtot

1D: one dimension, 2D: two dimension

1.0

0.789
0.418
0.150

1.0

0.786
0.420
0.149

1.0

0.827
0.501
0.228

1.0

0.810
0.310

-.479
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Figure 3.3 The degree to which the computed 0* - 0- splitting agrees with

the formula of Costain. CosXact refers to the exact exponential formula, while

Cos Lin refers to the corresponding linear approximation.
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J-Dependence of Ground State Splitting

1.2

1

Ratio

0.8

0.6

o.4

o.2

o

- 4.2

- o-4

- 0.6

C os Xact Cos Lin Ú Present
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3.11- NH3 Stretchiog Modes.

In the previous sections, to attain diagonalization of the angular part of the

metric tensor, we found it convenient to construct irreducible symmetric

stretching coordinates from the BRI. If, however, one is principally interested in

stretching overtones, one can begin afresh by focussing upon the stretch only

part of the metric tensor.

Since the set {Q1,Q2,Q3} is orthogonal to both internal angles and to frame

rotational coordinates we may discuss transformations within the set without

referring to the others at all. In the subspace {Q1,Q2,Q3}

l-r o olg:lo r ol
Lo o 1J

as pointed out previously. Since ã : ái: this part of the space is quasi Euclidean

in which case the metric tensor is invariant to any fixed rotation in the

configuration subspace and we can take.

Since the Laplacian is separable the question of Hamittonian separability resides

in the form of the potential.

The set {Q1,Q2,Q3} are the GJV equivalents of the three bond distances

{R1,R2,R3} and in fact, since the ratio of hydrogen atom mass to nitrogen mass

is quite small, the difference between them is not very much. It has been well

known for many years that X-H stretching overtone spectroscopy is better

described in terms of "local modes'r rather than "normal modes", the reason

being quite simply that the stretching potential is separable to a greater extent

in terms of {Q1,Q2,Q3} than in the IS coordinates {s1,s2,s3}.

- 11 o ols:lo 1 ol
Lo o 1l

A : I @lîqlz: E @læ1)2

(3.41)

(3.42)
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li:l 
: lji

It is readily verified (since the transformation is just a rotation in the 3-D

space) that

(eÐ, + (ez¡z + (es¡z: (sr)z + (sz)z + (sa)z (2.44)

The same type of relationship would hold in the event of an origin shift. Thus

potential of quadratic form

Jq2
Jrt2

_62

V : kr[(QÐz + (Qr)2 + (Q3)T

would be invariant under the transformation to IS coordinates

V : kr[(sl)z ,u (sz)z + (st)r]

i.e. three identical harmonic oscillators would be characterized

Hamiltonian in either system.

,i:l lÊ,1

Removal of the threefold degeneracy would occur by introducing first order

coupling in the Qi'

V : kr[(Q1)2 + (Q2)2 + (Q3)2] + k2[Qtqz a

which becomes (upon coordinate rotation)

v : (kr*kr)st, + (kr-*k2)sz2 * (kt-;kr)s3z

corresponding to overall system symmetry with

{sz,sa} as a degenerate pair.

(3.43)

Alternatively, and in keeping v¡ith the local mode idea, one could

approximate the potential by

V : Ð Vrorrr(Qi)

by approximating the separable part

numeric function.

or

OI

(3.45)

(3.46)

by the same

QrQs + Q2Q3l

(3.48)

sl as symmetric stretch and

* x ci¡QiQj + .... (3.4e)
i,j

of this potential by some other analytic

(3.47)
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In the case of the Morse potential each component Hamitonian can be

written as

where a: ('fL2f 2) and V(a) : D[l - exp(-a(Q - Q"))]r. Defining

then

8,,:-Ar[K-(n+tr¡¡z
For stretch modes (with energies in cm-l), a : 33.716112.

\ryith the normal mode description it is noted from experiment [52] that (as

expected) for the higher stretching states the In,0,0> and ln-1,1,0> are

quasi-degenerate which allows us to approximate the 1n,0,0> local mode

excitations as in column 2 of Table 3.4.

Table 3-4: Morse approximation to the local mode stretching potential.

H(a) --a$ó,*v(a)

A, : tlaf,a K : Al-D

State

(3.50)

100

200
300
400
500
600

By fitting an excitation spectrum derived from a Morse potential to these values,

we obtain a potential with parameters K : 24-48, D : 43100 cm-l, whence,

from above we derive a : 2.065. It is to be noted, however, from column 3 that

the Morse fit is not especially good. An attempt was made to improve the

potential fit by expanding the potential as a polynomial about its minimum and

initially matching the coefficients to be consistent with the above results for the

Morse function, the hope being to institute a refinement procedure on the

coefficients. This was not really a success on account of the fact that expansion

Expt.
-tcmr

3408
6607
9690
12676
15451
18108

(3.51)

Mo¡se
_1cmr

3377
6609
9699
t2644
75445
18103
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of the Morse function showed that powers from 2 to 8 were required to account

for the potential up to 20000cm-t. The experimental information is not sufficient

to determine all of the coefficients. Alternative forms of potential function were

not pursued since our principal aim, which is that of determining a large

emplitude Hamiltonian and illustrating its value, has been achieved.
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Figure 3.4 A schematic diagram depicting a region of near orthogonatity of

the contravariant metric tensor in a subspace of the six dimensional space of

internal coordinates.
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Region of
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4. Evaluation of Inversion-Rotation models for other AX3 Molecules.

4.1. Introduction.

The Hamiltonian model, derived previously, provides a good description of

inversion-rotational motion in NH3. This Hamiltonian depends only upon the

inversion angle and three equivalent symmetric Jacobi vectors derived from the

bond vectors. The lengths of the Jacobi vectors play the role of constants (rather

than variables describing centrifugal distortion) because it was found that these

lengths change insignificantly along the (ab initio) minimal energy path between

the two equivalent minimum energy configurations. This result prompted the

following questions

1. ïVould the same observations regarding minimal energy pathway apply

to other AH3 molecular species, e.g. HsO*, PH3, SiH3, etc.?

2. Would the ES model (as opposed to the IS model) also provide a better

description of AXs species in which the ligand atoms are relatively massive,

e.g. CF3, NF3* ?

3. \Mould this model also apply to the planar AX3 molecules, e.g. CH3 ?

In view of the recent experimental work, there certainly exists enough

information to answer question one and three but not two. However, since the

UHF/6-31G* basis provides fairly good descriptions of the potential energy

furnction, it appears possible to ansì¡/er our second question by using this

computed potential energy function. The UHF/6-31G* calculations were carried

out in terms of bond distance (R) and angle (d) coordinates for minimum energy

inversion pathways in the species of AX3 type.
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The corresponding GJVBRI v/ere obtained by processing both ES and IS

transformations. When the values of these variables are plotted as a futction of

the inversion angle, ES coordinates offer the best description of inversion along

the minimum energy pathway. These results can be seen for all the molecules

'we have examined and will be reported, together with the calculated

vibration-rotation transitions in H3O*, PH3, SiH3, CFe, NFs* and CH3.
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4.2- ES and IS Orthonormalization for AX3 molecules.

The following tables depict GJVBRI information for minimum energy

inversion pathways (UHF/6-31G* level) in the species of AXr type, these

representing examples of the two different mass regimes mentioned above. The

ab initio calculations were carried out in terms of bond distance (R) and angle

( d) coordinates, the corresponding GJVBRI being obtained by transformation.

Table 4-1: Coordinate values corresponding to the minimum
energy pathway for inversion in H30+.

0n
d.g ,A.

70

74.5
75

85

90

95

100

105

110

0.97t2
0.9688
0.9686
0.9655
0.9651
0.9655
0.9667
0. 9686
0.97t2

E
au

-76.2883
-76.2893
-76.2893
16.287t
-76.2866
16.2871
-:t6.2884

-76.2893
-76.2883

Irred Symrn.

Ql

Table 4.2: Coordinate values corresponding to the minimum
energy pathway fo¡ inversion in NF3+.

4.5297
-0.4134
-{.3998
-4.1342
0.0000
0.1342
0.2677
0. 3998
0.5297

0n
d"s Å

Q2,Q3

b5

70

76.1
85

90

95

104

110

115

L.L22r
r.1477
1.1503
1.1826
1.1866
1.1826
1.1705
1. 1503
1.1221.

1..2826

r.2657
1.2559
1.2543
r.2552
1.2543
r.2559
r.2657
1.2826

E
au

Equiv Sym.

a

-352.0839
-352.1096
-352.1196
-352.1080
-352.103 1

-352.1080
-352.1 196

-352.1096
-352.0839

0.9659
0.9670
0.9672
0.9687
0.9689
0.9687
0.9681
0.9672
0.9659

p
d"g

Irred Symm.
Ql Q2,Q3

7t.5420
75.7177
76.t943
85.4182
90.0000
94.5872
99. 1855

103.8057
108.4580

-1.8174
-1.4514
-{.0102
-0.3665
0.0000
0.3665
0.0102
1.4574
1.8774

6.2054
6.3492
6.5086
6.6704
6.7007
6.6704
6.5086
6.3492
6.2054

Equiv Sym.

a

5.t742
5.2574
5.346i
5.4504
5.47LI
5.4504
5.3461
5.25L4
5.r742

p
d.g

78.3000
80.8 180

83.7366
87.7749
90.0000
92.2251
96.2634
99.1820
10 1.700
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The values of these variables are plotted as a function of the inversion

angle in Figure 4.1 and 4.2 for both molecules and both symmetrization schemes.

It can be seen for both molecules that, in IS coordinates, the potential is a

function of both Qr and {Q2,Q3}. For ES coordinates, the potential of H3O* is

almost independent of {Ql:Q2:Q3}, depending essentially onty upon the

inversion angle p (as was the case for l.IHe). The potential of NFe*, while visibly

dependent upon both Q and ¡.t, shows less sensitivity to a than to the pair

{Q2,Q3}. This suggests that, for both molecules, ES coordinates offe¡ the best

description of inversion along the minimum energy pathway.

Following are some similar tests done on AX3 molecules, including CHsl

PHe*, SiH3, and CF3. 'We performed the UHF/6-31G* calculations on SiH3 and

CFs. However, for PHs* and SiH3, the bond angles and optimized bond

distances along the minimum energy pathway are taken from D. S. Marynick

[133]. He presented an SCF-CI study by useing a full double zeta basis set plus

d orbitals on the central atom for optimizing the bond length.
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Figure 4.1 The ES and IS GJVBRI coordinates for H3O* as functions of

the inversion angle for minimum energy inversion paths, on the upper diagrams

for ES, and on the bottom for IS.

Figure 4.2 The ES and IS GJVBRI coordinates for NFs* as functions of

the inversion angle for minimum energy inversion paths, on the upper diagrams

for ES, and on the bottom for IS.
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Table 4.3: Coo¡dinate values corresponding to the minimum
energy pathway for inversion.

án
d"g ,Å

60

63.6
70

80

85

90

95

100

110

116

120

1.7272
1.1191
1.1053
1.0882
i.0833
1.0816
1.0833
1.0882
f. i053
1.1191
'1.-t272

CH¡-

E
au

-39.4655
-39.4668
-39.4635
-39.4527
-39.4477
-39.4462
-39-4477
-39.452r
-39.4635
-39.4668
-39.4655

I Ined
el

Symm.

Q2,Q3

-0.8758
4.7736
-{.5875
-0.2937
-{.1467
0.0000
0.1467
0.2937
0.5875
0.7736
0.8758

Table 4-4: Coordinate values corresponding to the minimum
energy pathway for inversion.

t.2002
r.2323
1..2770

1.3176
1.3269
1.3299
1.3269
1.3176
1..2770

t.2323
t.2002

0n
d"s Å

Equiv Sym.

a

65

70

72.4
75

80

90

100

105

707

110

115

1.3169
t.3044
1.3009
1..2984
r.2972
1.2995
7.2972
1.2984
1.3009
r.3044
1.3169

1.1028
1.1009
1.0965
1.0891
1.0867
1.0858
1.0867
1.0891
1.0965
1.1009
1.1028

E
au

p
d"g

CFs

-336.i 120

-336. i293

-336.1299
-336.1291
-336.1149
-336.0786
-336.1149
-336.1291
-336.1299
-336.1293
-336.1 120

62.7065
66.0650
71.9808
81.0445
85.5291
90.0000
94.4709
98.9555
108.0192
113.9350
r17.2935

Irred Symm.

Ql Q2,Q3

-r.7523
-1.4046
-t.2379
-1.0580
-4.7092
0.0000
0.7092
1.0580
1.2379
r.4046
1.7523

6.3714
6.5434
6.6198
6.6951
6.8197
6.9371
6.8197
6.6951
6.6198
6.5434
6-37t4

Equiv Sym.

a

5.2997
5.4038
5.4521
5.5005
5.5833
5.6642
5.5833
5.5005
5.452t
5.4038
5.2997

l.L

d"g

78.995
81.3689
82.4676
83.6239
85.7943
90.0
94.2057
96.3761
97.5324
98.6311
101.005
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Figure 4.3 The ES and IS GJVBRI coordinates for CHe- as functions of the

inversion angle for minimum energy inversion paths, on the upper diagrams for

ES, and on the bottom for IS.

Figure 4.4 The ES and IS GJVBRI coordinates for CFs as functions of the

inversion angle for minimum energy inversion paths, on the upper diagre.ms for

ES, and on the bottom for IS.
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ab ini,ti,o calculations are taken from Marynick [Aa]for both PH3* and SiH3

on full SCF-CI. (in terms of bond distances, R, and inversion angle d)

Table 4.5: Coordinate values corresponding to the minimum
energy pathway for inversion.

0n"
d"g ,4'

55

65

75

80

90

100

105

115

725

PH3+

1.4193
1.4081
1.4018
1.4002
1.3986
1.4002
1.40i8
1.4081
1.4193

E
au

-342.2498
-342.2790
-342.2865
-342.2853
-342.2819
-342.2853
-342.2865
-342.2790
-342.2498

Irred Symm.
Q1

-1.3511
-{.9877
4.6022
-0.4035
0.0000
0.4035
0.6022
0.9877
1.3511

siHs
Table 4-6: Coordinate values corresponding to the minimum

energy pathway fo¡ inversion.

Q2,Q3

0n
d"g ,Ä.

1.4295
1.5691
1.6648
1.6954
1.7196
1.6954
1.6648
1.5691
1..4295

55

65

73

80

90

100

707
115

t25

Equiv Sym.

a

1.5097
t.4976
7.4972
1.4849
t.4796
1.4849
L.49t2
L.4976
1.5097

E
au

1.4038
r.4023
1.4031
1.4038
1.4041
i.4038
1.4031
1.4023
1,.4038

-290-7t20
-290.7353
-290.7409
-290.7390
-290.7341
-290.7390
-290-7409
-290.7353
-290.7120

p
deg

56.243
66.007
75.654
80.4464
90.0
99.5536
104.346
113.993
123.757

Irred Symm.
Ql Q2,Q3

-1.4304
-1.0455
-{.7501
-{.4259
0.0000
0.4259
0.7501
1.0455
1.4304

1.5205
1.6688
1.7464
1.7980
1.8192
1.7980
r.7464
1.6688
7.5205

Equiv Sym.

a

1.4911
i.4903
r.4902
1.4885
1.4854
1.4885
r.4902
1.4903
1.4911

p
d.g

56.369
66.107
73.105
80.4908
90.0
99.5092
106.895
i13.893
123.631
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Figure 4.5 The ES and IS GJVBru coordinates for PH3+ as functions of

the inversion angle for minimum energy inversion paths, on the upper diagrams

for ES, and on the bottom for IS.

Figure 4.6 The ES and IS GJVBRI coordinates for SiH3 as functions of the

inversion angle for minimnm energy inversion paths, on the upper diagrams for

ES, and on the bottom for IS.
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4.3-1. HsO* and D3O*

4.3 Inversion energf levels for AX3 molecules

It is known that the hydronium ion H3O* is similar to the isoelectronic

NH3 molecule has a pyramidal structure with a low potential barrier. This

barrier results from the motion of the O atom passing through the plane of the

H atoms. Several groups have measured the frequencies and intensities of the

vibrational bands of H3O* in the gas phase. Verhoeve et ø/. observed twenty

pure inversion transitions in the vibrational grould state in the frequency region

around 55 cm-l [64]. Spirko and Bunker reported some fundamental and

associated hot bands of H3O* and D3O+[65,49,66]. The ground-*tate inversion

splitting of H3O* was assigned by Oka et aI. lo be 55.3462 * 0.0055 cm-l [69,68].

They also reported the u2 ã,nd z3 fundamentals from the high-resolution laser

infrared spectroscopy [84,85].

There have been a number of molecular orbital calculations with various

basis sets of the inversion potential and rotation-inversion energy levels of

the v2 mode for H3O r l7t-741, as well as the recent experimental estimation

[84--38,69]. However, additional measurements are still required before the

inversion potential can be accurately determined.

The pure inversion energy levels for H3O* were calculated by putting the

ab i,ni,tio potential energy function (Table 4.1) in GJV-Hamiltonian. Then the

least squares refinement procedures rilas performed to minimize the differences

between the computed and the observed ones. From the same potential function

the splitting for DeO* could also be calculated.
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There are six parameters in the potential that can be adjusted to fit to the

observed bands, as given in Table 4.7. Using this potential surface in the

GJV-Hamiltonian we have calculated the inversion energies given in Table 4.8

for HeO* and DgO*. These computed values are consistent $rith the

experimental ones. The comparison of the refined inversion potential for H3O*

with the corresponding ab initi,o potential is plotted in Figure 4.7. Again, the

agreement is reasonably good.
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Similar to the case in NHe, we need to derive the A value for each

molecnle and calculate the leading constant ('tL2l2Q2) in the Hamiltonian.

H(r,) : ('rvztzqz¡[- å[#r]'* rtu)k. 3 o5[r(J+1)-K,f + t'* x,]

+ v(p)

where

v(p) - c0 + cr(cos/¿) + c2(cos¡,t)z * ca(cos¡r)3 * ca(cos lt)n + c5(cosp)s

Table 4.7:

lD Hmiltonian.

HsO* and DsO*

Molecule

HsO*

DsO*

a
Cg

0.9614
770

1.304
597

(TLzl2Q2)
c1 cz

TABLE 4.8.

Molecnle H¡O*
State u"*r75,76

cm-1

18.2385

-1500

9.9137
9t4.26

0+
0-
1+
1-
2+
2-
Ð+ù
3-

3788

-54640

0.0
55.35
581.18
954.40
L475.40

-133400

254700

CA

u¿6 i¡¡i¡is7?
cm-1

466100

425200

0.0
55.66
581.01
s54.67
1473.55
2039.26
2653.77
3305.85

C5

-333900

ucal
cm-1

0.0
54.06
580.53
954.97
L475.67
2040.89
2657.35
3306.64

uexp-uca\
cm-1

0.0
+r.29
+0.65
-0.57
4.28

D¡O*
ucaL

cm-1

0.0
15.48
453.85
644.89
995.34
1364.13
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of the refined inversion potential for H3O* derived

from the interpretation of experimental spectra in terms of the ES inversion

Hamiltonian with the corresponding ab i,ni,tio potential.
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In the group of CH3, there are two planar molecules (CH3 radical and

CHs*), and one pyramidat molecule (CHr-). There have been a number of

people that have performed the o,b initi,o calculations on CH3-, including D.S.

Marynick [89], J. Burdon [90], and P.R. Bunker and V. Spirko [91,92].

Unfortunately, the experimental structure information for CHs- is not available

so far. Thus, the equilibrium bond length 1.10 Å, bood angle 1100 and the

inversion potential barrier 610 cm-t are all theoretical values [134,135,89].

The measurement of the out-of-plane bending u2 fteqlrency of the methyl

radical CH3 was first made by Herzberg [136,137] at about 580 cm-r. Ilowever,

Milligan and Jacox assigned tlús u2 mode to be 611 cm-1[138]. In addition to u2,

Snelson reported two higher-frequency bands us â,nd ua fuom neon-matrix spectra

[139], and Tan et al. detected two absorption peaks, 607.0 cm-l for u2 and 603.3

cm-l for u1*uz +- z1 bands [1a0]. The v2: 1 r- 0, 2 +- 1, and 3 +- 2 bands of the

methyl radical were measured in the gas phase by infrared tunable diode laser

spectroscopy at 606.4531, 681.6369, and 731.0757 cm-t by C. Yamada, E.Hirota

and K. Kawaguchi [141].

V. Spirko and P. R. Bunker have done some calculations on the methyl

radical [142] according to the Hougen-Bunker-Johns Hamiltonian [143]. Later on

introducing a variational approach to describe the (*ù Coriolis interaction

between the u2 and u4 vibrational modes, they refined the calculation of

rotation-vibration energy levels of the methyl radical which turn out to be very

close to the observed ones [103].

4.3-2. CH3 group.
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T. J. Sears et al rcport the observation and assignment of transitions in CD3

radical, uz : t * 0, 2 * l, 3 * 2, and 4 e 3 absorption bands at 457.8136,

507.9297, 542.284L,568.6322 cm-1 respectively [144]. The measu¡ed bond length

CH3 radical is I.0767 Å as -ade by Hirota and Yamada [141] and since the

equilibrium geometry is planar or nearly planar the bond angles are 1200. The

bond length of CDs obtained from Herzberg is 1.079 Å.

Experimental information on the microscopic properties of CHs* is rather

limited, due to the high reactivity. Photoelectron spectra of CH3* provide only

fairly approximate estimates of the out-of-plane bending vibrational band centers

of the ion [93-95]. The recent infrared spectroscopy measurement of the

degenerate z3 vibration-rotation band of CH3* made by Crofton and Oka et

ø[SA,0Z] is the only source of information that allows an accurate determination

the geometrical structure. They found the equilibrium bond length of CH3* to

be 1.087 Å ao¿ bond angles to be 1200. Besides experiment there are a number

of. ab initio calculations done on CHr*, for determining the potential energy

function and predicting unobserved transition energies [145,98-100].

Since there is no experimental potential function available so far for CH3-,

the calculated transition energy levels are calculated using the ab initi,o potential

energies computed before (tabte 4.13) \ryith GJV-Hamiltonian. Fortunately,

refinements can be done for CHs and CDs, because there have been some

transition energies detected. However, the analytical expression of the potential

energy functiori used in CH3 radical and CDa is different from CH3-. Since CHs

is a planar molecule, the function constructed bV V(¡r) : co * cgos2¡t * c2cos4p,

* cacos6¡r * cacosS¡^l instead of the powers of cos's turns out to be better in

describing the single-minimum situation (Ar illustrated in Figure 4.8, the

potential energy function is not double-minimum). Thus, there is no splitting

between the energy levels, which means that the methyl radical CH3 is a planar

molecule.
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lD Hemiltonian-

CH¡-

Since ('fl2l2)1 16.8575/Q2 cm-l (Q i" angstroms) and Q : 1.094, we have that

(f*lzqz¡ : 14.0858. Thus

H(p) : 14.08581- åt#r] '* p!')k+ 
3 rr+õ,Ðlr(J+1)-K,f + sþ* r,]

+ v(p)

1. Pure Inversion: The constrained case of pure inversion is solved by setting J

:K:0.
A four term potential was employed of the following form

v(p): c0 + cl(cosp) + c2(cos¡t)z * ca(cosp)3 + ca(cos¡r)r

with starting values of the parameters obtained by fitting the potential to half of

the potential obtained ftom ab i,nitio calculations of the minimum energy path

way, and such that assignments to observed transitions could be made. The four

parameters we found are h : L342.32, c2 : -77550.48, ce : 87486.06, ca -
68380.61 and with cs chosen conveniently such that V(¡r)*i" : 0, i.e. cs :
4519.85 All parameters are defined in cm-l.

Table 4.9:

State

0+
0-
1+
1-
2+
2-
3+
o-ù

ucal
cm-1

0.0
0.001
7177.55
1177.595
2285.308
2287.214
3274.127
3313.948
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Since (tl2l2Þ 16.8575/Q2 cm-l (Q i" angstroms) and Q : 1.0809, we have

(fûlzqz¡ : 14.4284. Thus

H(¡,) : r4.4zs4t- åi#r]'* rr,)h,. 3 o¿*[I(J+r)-x,f + s]* r,]
+ V(¡r)

1. Pure Inversion: The constrained case of pure inversion is solved by setting J

:K:0.
A four term potential was employed of the following form

with starting values of the parameters obtained from CHs- and then adjusting

them by changing the barrier to 0 cm-l, because of the planar configuration.

The customary iterative least squares refinement procedure was initiated leading

to convergence \ryith c1 : 23126.259, c2 : 8723.524, c3 : 2148.956, c4 :
326.318, and with cs chosen conveniently such that V(p)rin : 0, i.e. cs : 16240.

A-ll parameters are defined in cm-l. Comparison of theoretical \4rith observed

transition energies is shown in Table 4.10.

V(¡r) : co * crcos2¡t * c2cos4,¡.r, * cacos6¡r * c4cosSp

Table 4.10

0
1

2
3
4
5

u"*rIDIrL46 uuv irri¡is147 l/car
Cm-l Cm-l Cm-l

0.0
606.5

1288.1
2019.2
279L.0
3602.0

0.0
606.36
1285.62
2018.82
2795.35
3615.23

0.0
608.59
1288.023
2077.09
2790.453
3602.77t

uexp-ucal
cm-1

0.0

-2.09
+0.077
+2.TL
+0.547
4.771
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Since ('fl2l2)i 16.8575/Q2 cm-l (Q in angstroms) and Q : 1.53L3, we have that

(TL2l2q2) : 7.1894. Thus

H(p) : 7 rlsli- åt#r] '+ F(p)h. 3 6[J(J+r)-x,t + s[r, r,]

1. Pure Inversion: The constrained case of pure inversion

=K:0.
A four term potential was employed of the following

CD¡

The customary iterative least squares refinement procedrue was initiated leading

to convergence with cr : 5589.766, c2: -1106.427, cs: -819.832, c4 = Q.Q,

and with co chosen conveniently such that V(¡l)*i" : 0, i.e. c0 : 5880. All

parameters are defined in cm-1. Comparison of theoretical \rrith observed

transition energies is shown in Table 4.11.

V(p) : co * crcos2¡t' * c2cos4.¡t, * cacos6p f cacosSp

Table 4.11:

+ v(p)

is solved by seiting J

State

0
1

2
Ðù
4
5

ue*p
cm-1

0.0
457.8
965.7
1508.0
2076.7

z¿5 i¡1¡ie104
cm-1

0.0
452.2
949.9
7484.t
2049.0
264t.5

ucal
cm-1

0.0 0.0
459.69 -1.89
968.412 -2.7L2
1508.336 {.336
2069.109 7.591
2645.699

uexp-ucaI
cm-1
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Figure 4.8 The refined inversion potential for CHs derived ftom the

interpretation of experimental spectra in terms of the ES inversion Hamiltonian

with the corresponding ab ini,tio potential.
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1- Introduction

An ESR study of PH3* has been interpreted in terms of structure with

H-P-H : 114.00, and this ion is made by removing one electron from the

nonbonding highest occupied molecular orbital of the closed shell species [133].

The experimental barrier height was reported to be 1.9 kcal/mol ( 00+.Sa+

cm-)[105], but the computed one ranges from 2.2 to 6.0 kcat/mol (769.472 -
2098.56 c--1) depending on the basis set. The only experimental measurement

of the u2 band is 530 cm-l which was done by the photoelectron spectroscopy.

For phosphine PH3, Spirko et al. report n/2 inversion energy levels as well

as the potential function [107,108,110], and Duncan measured the geometry para

and harmonic force constants [106]. Another group of people, who use the

microwave spectrometer to detect the 'rforbidden" rotational spectra of PHr and

PDs report the ground-+tate bond distance and bond angle [111]. Weston

measured the barrier height for PEr to be 1.19 1.38 ev ( 9598.2187 -
11130.7074 cm -Ð. However, Marynick et aI- reported the computed barrier

height to be 1.49 ev ( 12017.9377 cm-1[112], and Marypuu et o,I. calcuTated it to

be I.27 eV (10243.477L cm-t)[113].

Walsh and Warsop studied a series of AX3-type of molecules, NHe, PHe,

PF¡ eú ø/. [115]. With the advent of photoelectron spectroscopy, Potts and Price

made a similar analysis of the cation states of the hydrides of group V and VI,

and of the halides of groups III-VI. They found that the vibrational interval for

the ground state of NH3* is about thz, whereas the corresponding interval for

PHg*, AsH3*, SbH3* is about 0.5 hz [116].

4.3.3. PH3 group.
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While experimental measurements of barriers to inversion have been extremely

limited, the information from the ab initio calculations has become very

important [112,113,78, 117,118].

More recently Edwards and Jones report ab initio and semiempirical

calculations of the equilibrium geometries, bond strengths, and vibrational

spectra of NH3, PH3, AsH3 etc., and obtain very good agreement with recent IR

and Raman data [119].

The first set of transition energy levels for PE3 was calculated according to

the experimental barrier height of 11700 cm-t. However, the computed values

are somewhat different from those measured ones. Thus, the refinement was

introduced to fit the experimental energies. The experimental barrier was then

adjusted to be 10146.51 with respect to the nev¡ potential function.

Unfortunalely, there is only one transition energy level (O*-f*) observed for

PHs*. Thus, no refinement had been performed.
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1D Hamiltonian. of PH3+.

Since (h212)1 16.8575/Q2 cm-1 (Q i" angstroms) and Q : 1.4031, we have that

&212q2) : 8.5627. Thus

H(p) : 8 5622[- å[#r]'+ F(p)k. 3 1ç.+pr[J(J+r)-x,] + sl* r,]
+ v(p)

1. Pure Inversion: The constrained case of pure inversion is solved by setting J

:K:0.
A four term potential was employed of the following form

v(p): c0 + cl(cosp) + c2(cosp,)z * ca(cosp)3 * ca(cos¡.r)a

with starting values of the parameters obtained by fitting the potential to half of

the potential obtained from ab initio calculation of the minimum path way, and

such that assignments to observed transitions could be made. The parameters

are c1 : -196.018, c2 : -46637.003, ca : 124580.989, and with cs chosen

conveniently such that V(p)ri" : 0, i.e. cs = 1879.194. All parameters are

defined in cm-l.

Table 4.12:

State

0+

0-
1+

i-
2+

2-
t+
J
t-
J

4+

4-

Uexp
cm-1

uab
cm-1

530.0

initioS3

0.0
6.5
569.2
695.2
L077.9
t426.9
1839.9
2280.5
2749.I
3240.8

ucal
cm-1

0.0
7.14
557.948
680.409
7077.272
1410.662
t825.M6
2262.136
2730.34L
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lD Hamiltonian. of PH3.

Since $1212Þ 16.8575/Q2 cm-l (Q i" angstroms) *d Q : 1.4067, we have that

$,zlzqz¡: 8.5187. Thus

H(¡,) - 8.51821- åtä] '+ F(u)h. 3 o-¿*[J(J+r)-x,r + sþ* x,]

1. Pure Inversion: The constrained case of

=K:0.
A four term potential was employed of the following form

with starting values of the parameters obtained by taking the best fit parameters

from NH3 and then adjusting the first parameter to fit the barrier height 11700

.--t [119], and such that assignments to observed transitions could be made.

The customary iterative least squares refinement procedure was initiated leading

to convergence with cr : -599.231, c2 - 4927, e:447.993, ca : 437.558, and

ïrith cs chosen conveniently such that V(¡l)ri" : 0, i.e. cs : 4639. All

parameters are defined in cm-l. The calculated barrier height is 10146.51 cm-1.

V(p) : co * crcos ¡t' * c2cosà/¿ * cecos3 ¡t' * cacos{p,

pure inversion

+ v(p)

is solved by setting J

Table 4.13:

State

0

1

2

3

4

z"*o108,109 u^a initiol07 ucal
Cm-l Cm-l Cm-l

0.0
992.1
L972.5
2940.8
3895.9

0.0
992.1
1972.8
2941.6
3897.4

0.0
991.577
7972.079
2941.507

3894.75

uexp-ucal
cm-1

0.0
0.523
0.427
4-707
1.15
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1. Introduction

SiH3 is known to be nonplanar with a pyramidal angle in the equilibrium

geometry, which is in contrast \ryith the methyl radical with a planar

configuration in the ground vibronic state. There are many theoretical and

experimental studies on this molecule 1120 -7271, but so far, the measured bond

length, bond angle, as well as the transition energy levels are different from the

observed ones. The equilibrium geometry was dete¡mined by Yamada and

Hirota using infrared diode laser spectroscopy [121]. The Si-H bond length is

1.468 Å, and the Si-H-Si angle is 110.50.

4-3.4. SiH3 group.

lD Haniltonian.

Since (h212Þ 16.8575/Q2 cm-r (Q i" angstroms) and Q = 1.4665, then (h2l2q2)

: 7.838. Thus

H(p) : 2.ffi8[- tlfÀ'* rtu)k. 3;*[r(r+1)-K,f + s]* x,]

+ v(p)

1. Pure Inversion: The constrained case of pure inversion is solved by setting J

:K:0.
A four term potential was employed of the following form

with starting values of the parameters obtained by fitting the barrier height to

approximately 1868 .--t (which is taken from the experimental work done by

Yamada and Hirota [121]), and such that assignments to observed transitions

could be made.

V(p) : co * crcos lt' * czcos2¡r * cacos3lt * cñosfip,
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The customary iterative least squares refinement procedure was initiated leading

to convergence with ct : 2790, c2 : 1790, ca : 634.42, c¿ : 137.58, and with

cs chosen conveniently such that V(¡r)rin : 0, i.e. cs : 1760. All parameters are

defined in cm-l. Comparison of theoretical with observed transition energies is

shown in Table 4.14

State

0+

0-
1+

1-
2+
2-
Ð+
J
,-

us*rl2l u"*o124
cm-l cm-l

0.0
0.14
720.9
727.9

Table 4.14:

0.0

723

732
7326
7424
1825

2073

It can be seen from the above table that the agreement is not very good,

especially for the higher energy levels. Even though some kinds of refinement

can be carried out to minimize the differences between these two sets (

experimental and calculated ), we found that the customary iterative least

squares refinement procedure diverged. It is best to conclude that the energy

states for SiH3 need to be reassigned.

z¿5 ¡¡¡¡1s120
cm-1

0.0
0.16
773

780

1416
i510
1941

2251

ucal
cm-1

0.0
0.014
737.32t
739.359
t349.707
r404.57
1813.713
208t.773

uexp-ucal
cm-1

0.0
0.016

-14.32t
-7.359
-23.704
19.43
L1..287

-8.773
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Introduction

An electron spin resonance (ESR) study by Fessenden and Schuler provided

evidence for the nonplanarity of the molecule in low temperature matrices; they

have estimated the FCF angle to be about 111.10 from the observed carbon-l3

hyperfine coupling constant [128]. Carlson and Pimentel observed the ut, u2

and 4 bands of CF3 by a rapid-scan infrared spectrometer [129]. Yamada and

Hirota assign the infrared diode laser spectroscopy of the CF3 z3 band to be

1260.16 .*-t, and measure the C-F bond. distance to be 1.318 + 0.002 Å ao¿

F-C-F angle to be 110.7 * 9.ao[t30]. The other observed fundamentals are

measured by Milligan et al [131]. The barrier to inversion in CF3 has been the

subject of a number of both theoretical and experimental studies. The value

varies from using different basis sets of theoretical calculation as well as different

instrumental measurements. Pople and Curtiss have reviewed and summanzed

various results, and report the best result to be 10562.752 cm-l by using

fourth-order unrestricted M-P perturbation theory (MP4) and configuration with

all single and double excitations relative to UHF wave functions [81].

This differs from Pouchan and Papailhou's calculation value of 13675.616 cm-l

[132].

Even though there have been some measurement done for CFs, it is still

not enough for assign transition energy levels other than the u2(L*4r)

703.0 cm-t. Thus, the energies r¡re reported as well as the barrier height are all

predictions for future use.

4.3.5. CFs
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lD Hamiltonian.

Since $1212). 16.8575/Q2 cm-L (Q i" angstroms) and Q : 5.5189, we have that

(fuzlzgz¡ : 0.5535. Thus

H(r,) : 0.5535t- åtä] '+ F(p)lt + 3 rr+",T[r(J+r)-K,f + sþ* r,]

1. Pure Inversion:

J-K:0
A four term

+ v(p)

The constrained case of pure inversion is solved by setting

\nith the values of the parameters obtained by fitting the potential to the

energies calculated from øó i,nitio calculation of the minimum path way, and such

that assignments to observed transitions could be made. The parameters we

obtained â,re c1 : -54240.246, c2: -1.582 X 106 , c3 : 1.311 X I07 ct : 2.299

X 107, and with cs chosen conveniently such that V(¡,1)ri" : 0, i.e. cs :
11543.845. All parameters are defined in cm-l.

potential was employed of the following form

v(p): c0 + cl(cosp) + c2(cosp,)z * ca(cos¡r)3 + ca(cos¡r)n

Table 4.15 Transition Energies with respect to our best fit

0+

0-
1+

1-
2+
2-
3+

3-

Uexp
-tclTt r

703.0

ucal
-lcmr

0.0
0.0
924.458
924-458
1837.158
1837.158
2737.582
2737.582
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Figure 4.9 The inversion potential for CF3 derived from the ES inversion

Hamiltonian with the corresponding ab i,nitio potential.
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1. I-ntroduction

Considerably less theoretical work has appeared on halogen-substituted

systems, probably because of their size and the lack of experimental data.

The existence of barriers to inversion in molecules has led to significant

advances in chemistry and physics. The observed bending frequency in NF3+ was

measured by Berkowitz and Greene to be 6049.3 cm-l [77] which is larger than

the barrie¡s from other experimental measurement (S 0.25ev). Following the

experimental study of Berkowitz and Greene there have been several attempts to

calculate the inversion barrier of NF3*. Unfortunately discrepancies between

theoretical values have appeared.

There is a very wide range of ab initio catculated barrier heights

(10-13 kcal/mol), depending on the choice of basis set [78,79]. Curtiss and Popl

reported the best value for the barrier height of NF3* to be 12.6 kcal/mo1.[80,81].

The study of the inversion barrier in NF3*,

with unrestricted Moller-Plesset perturbation theory, focussed on the effects of

geometry optimization at the correlation level, as well as basis set dependence.

The barrier r,vas found to be 12.6 Kcal/mol, based on full fourth-order

Moller-Plesset perturbation theory with UMP2/6-311G* geometries for the

pyramidal and planar structures of NF3*. This barrier is close to that obtained

from geometries derived at the UHF/6-31G* level, 12.8 cat/mol.

The other calculated inversion barrier reported by Pouchan and Papailhou

of 5980.896 cm-1(17.1 kcat/mol) is in good agreement with the experimental

value 6049.3 cm-1 reported by Berkowitz and Greene [aZ].

4.3.6. NF3*
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1D Hemiltonian- of NF3+'

Since (TLzl2)1 16.8575/Q2 cm-l (Q i" angstroms) and Q : 5.3457, then

(nzlzqzl: 0.5899. Thus

H(p) : 0.58ee[- å[#r] '+ Fu)k. 3;*[J(J+r)-x,f + ff* x,]

+ V(¡r)

1. Pure Inversion: The constrained case of pwe inversion is solved by setting J

:K:0.
A four term potential was employed of the following form

with starting values of the parameters obtained by fitting the potential to half of

the potential obtained from ab ini,tio calculation of the minimum path way, and

such that assignments to observed transitions could be made. The computed

parameters are h : -L6230, c2 - -435100, c3 : 2324000, and with cs chosen

conveniently such that V(¡l)rin : 0, i.e. ca : 4490.

All parameters are defined in cm-l.

Table 4.16:

v(p): co * cr(cos/¿) + c2(cosp,)z * ca(cos¡r)a

0+

0-
1+

i-
2+

2-
q+
J

3-
4+

4-
5

5

6

6

Ur*r82
cm-1

z¿5 lni¡ie82
cm-1

647.0

0.0
0.0

630.74
630.74
7248.575
1248.575
1850.278
1850.278
2432.624
2432.624
2988.353
2989.966
3496.494
3517.465

ucal
cm-1

0.0
0.0
637.092
637.092
t259.437
1259.437
1864.084
1864.084
2448.675
2449.265
3007.9
3011.44
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From the results of the calculation grven in Tables 4.8 - 4.16, it is possible

to draw certain conclusions regarding this ne\ry approach to the problem of

inversion of AX3-type of molecules. The first conclusion is that the

Hamiltonian, as described above, works well in describing inversion for light and

more massive ligands. It is readily verified from the ab-initio potentials that

the assumed form of potential (3.25) is valid over quite a reasonable domain of

the {Q,p} sub space. The ab-initio potentials also allow an approximate

determination of V(a) (which is as expected approximately harmonic for

relatively small amplitudes) and that the last term of the effective potential in

(3.30), i.e. Lr*ro/Q2, is not large enough for m values of interest to significantly

alter <l/Qz> for the ground stretching state. Hence <LlQr> is effectively

constant making the single variable inversion Hamiltonian valid for rotational

and inversion quantum numbers of interest.

Although there had been lots of theoretical work done on the inversion

problem of AX3-type of molecules, the existing theories appeat to be too

complicated for spectroscopy use. Thus, the simple and general formalism for

the treatment of the inversion motion derived in this thesis is certainly desirable.

4.4 Conclusions.
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Table 4.17:

Molecule

Comparison of
with the

HeO*

CHs

PHs

PHa*

siHs

CFs

NFs*

ab initio
cm-1

the erperimental
ab initio and our

12017.9377
L0243.477t

769.472

- 2098.56

barrier heights
best values.

Experiment
cm-1

tiisl

712 165l

0

11700.0 [11e]

664.544 [105]

1s68 [121]

L0562.752
13675.616

4406.976
5980.896

[îålr

laol

l¡tl

Calculated
cm-1

770

0

10 146.5 1

882.969

1760.0

11543.845

4490604e.3 [82]
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There is still one point which deserves to be discussed here and this

concerns the height of the barrier in the potential function. In table 4.I7, we

summarize all the computed barrier heights as well as the experimental and ¿ó

i,niti,o ones for the molecules we have studied. It appears that the splitting

between the transition energy levels is quite sensitive to the height of the

barrier. For NF3+, CF3 and PH3, barrier heights are extremely high, and it can

be seen from tables 4.13, 4.15 and 4.16 that there is no inversion splitting

observed up to 4th state. The computed barrier height for PH3 of 10146.51 cm-l

is somewhat lower than the detected value of 11700 cm-l, but close to the

calculated one of L0243.477 cm-l from Marypuu et al., who used complete SCF

followed by a second order perturbation. Since there is no experimental barrier

height measured for CFs, the comparison can only be made between those

theoretical values and our best computed one. Our computed barrier height for

CF3 is 11543.8.p-t, which is close to the best result reported from Pople of

10562.752 cm-l. Turning to NF3*, it is apparent that the splitting between

transition energy states starts ftom state 4 ( Table 4.16). The inversion barrier

(4490 cm-l) is consistent with the calculated value 4406.976 cm-l from Pople but

lower than the measured one of 6049.3 cm-l from Greene. It is probably best to

conclude that the experimental barrier height for NF3* needs to be re+xamined.

By way of contrast, the molecules with low barrier height, e.g. PH¡*,

H3O*,D3O* and SiH3, have splitting right from the ground state (0- - 0J.

Thus, the inversion motion for these molecules with lower barrier in the

potential energy profile is easier and faster than those with higher barrier.

Turning to methyl radical ÇHe, the agreement between the computed and

observed transition energy levels indicates that the one dimensional inversion

Hamiltonian also gives an accurate description for molecule of zero barrier

height.
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Since CHe- is isoelectronic to NH3 in the shape of a pyramid, the potential

energy has two identical minima. This phenomenon is confirmed by the splitting

between the energy levels. By adjusting the barrier height in the potential

energy of CH3- to zero, the resulting single-minimum potential function can be

used as an initiat potential energy function for methyl radical CHa. The

evaluation of the 1D Hamiltonian for CH3 has been successfully achieved with

the help of recent excellent spectroscopic detection. One very interesting point

arose. In going from CH3- to CH¡, the equilibrium geometry changes from

pyramid to triangular plane, and the form of the potential changes from a

double-minimum to a single-minimum. We are now very curious to know the

potential energy relationship between molecules with different electrons. Thus, it

is hoped that more spectroscopic investigation can be made into not only CH3-,

but also other AX3 molecules, e.g. NHa*, H3O2+ etc. The importance of the

potential energy hypersurfaces of these molecules can be seen here very clearly.

In the beginning of this work, we were aiming at answering lots of questions.

However, there are even more problems created so far. Thus, much more

detailed spectroscopic data are required in improving both experimental model

and theoretical simulation. Following upon the development of appropriate laser

technology, it is now possible to perform more detailed detection.

Finally, it must be noted that the present data have not only enabled a

reliable determination of the inversion potentials for the AX3 molecules, but also

predict higher lying vibrational bands. Thus, we hope these theoretical results

can serve as a calibration for further experimental investigation, especially for

the halogen-substituted systems.
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